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7.30pm, Thursday 28th March
at St Catherine’s Church Hall

7.30pm, Thursday 28th March
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a talk by Neil Wharfe - a long-haul British Airways
captain, also involved with the charity “Dreamflight”
enabling disadvantaged children to holiday in Florida
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There will to be a break during the evening, in which drinks and
snacks will be provided. In the first half of the evening, Neil will
speak about his experiences as a pilot. After the break, Neil will
speak about his charity.
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Cost : £8.00 per person
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Please book before 21 March

Please book before 21 March
Complete your details in the slip below and please
return with a cheque, payable to the WVTA, to:
61 Fontmell Road, Broadstone, BH18 8NN - 01202 695179
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Alternatively, pay through BACS, our details being HSBC : 40-46-37 : WVTA : 01403729 : ref-FlyWor
(in which case, please advise Norman or Velda Payne)
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NB Please retain the rest of this flyer as a reminder.
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I/We ( ..... Persons ) wish to attend Flying the World and
enclose a cheque for £............, payable to the WVTA
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